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Our Commitment
As one of the largest moving companies in Austin,
we have the experience necessary to provide the
best possible service to our clients; consistently
delivering courteous, professional and cost-
efficient moves and 100% satisfaction.

Our Approach
Our movers take the time
to move your treasures as if
they were their own. ABC
Longhorn Moving
is committed to making
the customer experience a
pleasant and satisfying one.

Our Methodology
We take the necessary steps to understand and
meet your expectations. We then apply our over 
34 years' experience and professionalism to your
move to assure a rewarding customer experience.

INDUSTRY AFFILIATIONS

• Southwest Movers Association – Member

• Austin Board of Realtors (ABoR) – Member

• BBB – A+ Rating since 1989

• HUB Certified (Woman Owned)

• TX-DMV Cert. No. 000531847B

EXPERIENCE AND PROFESSIONALISM 
ON YOUR SIDE 

34+ Years’ Experience 

A+ Rated Mover for over 26 years

HUB Certified, Woman Owned Company

State-Wide Moving Services

SENIOR TRANSITION
MOVING SERVICES



SERVICES OVERVIEW

Great customer service – the movers stayed
on task and were very careful with my items.
They set everything in place and even moved
things around after I changed my mind. Set 
my bed up, you name it. Mary followed up 
with a call afterwards. And all for a rea-
sonable price. Love these guys and will use 
them again!
 - MD Jamali

When my husband and I relocated to Dallas, we called ABC 
Longhorn Moving on the recommendation of a friend. Mary 
was extremely helpful, and she helped put my mind at ease 
knowing that the moving team she selected would take care 
of us. I was stressed thinking about how to downsize and 
move from a 2-story home to an apartment in a new city. 
But, Jimmy, Tiger, and Zach were such an amazing crew that 
wouldn't let us lift a finger and had all of our belongings 
safely delivered. They even kept us laughing through the day. 
I highly recommend ABC Longhorn Moving!
 - Debbie Haile

We guarantee the accuracy of 
our quotes within 99% and very 
few surprises. Contact us today 
for a quote!

On-site Walk-Thru 
We will come to your home, introduce our company and the services that we offer, take an inventory of 
what services you need and get a bid back to you promptly.

Accurate Bid Formulation
We understand that submitting an accurate and detailed bid for your move is an essential part of starting a 
move off right. We take pride on understanding our customers’ needs and delivering on those needs.  
 
Our pricing is based on the conditions of the move and inventory you’re moving — not on time, weather, 
how the guys are feeling, or if the customer is ready like many other moving companies. We provide a set 
price, so you know exactly what the costs will be without any surprises or last-minute additions at the time 
of the move. Our movers are not on the clock   — they will be on site until the job is completed without any 
pressure of time constraints. 

Pre-Coordination Meeting / Organizational Management
We believe that preparation before any move is essential. We will set up a pre-coordination meeting with 
you before your move to ensure that you have all the necessary information you will need to be prepared 
for the movers when they arrive.

We provide an extensive organizational management system to ensure the move-out/move-in process is 
quick, efficient and accurate. Unlike other moving companies, our comprehensive moving system includes 
grid sheets to identify placement of items, and a colored labeling system at no charge. 

Quality Assurance Process
Soon after your move is complete, we initiate a thorough review to ensure you are completely satisfied. 
We strive for 100% complete satisfaction, and want to understand all aspects of the move to ensure your 
experience was a positive one.

Locally owned and operated since 
1984, ABC Longhorn Moving is a HUB Certified, 
woman owned business with an A+ rating from 
the Better Business Bureau since 1989. For 34 
years, we have maintained a reputation for high 
standards and excellent customer service, and we 
guarantee the accuracy of our quotes within 99% 
with very few surprises.  As Austin's A+ moving 
service, we have specialized in Senior Transition 
move management services 
since 2008.

Key to our success is our 
partnership with Linda Carter 
of Life's Next Step. Linda 
holds an Executive Certificate 
in Senior Move Management 
and Home Modifications, and 
is a member of the National 
Association of Senior Move Managers where 
she received the “Circle of Service Award”. She 
has been an integral part of our “Bundled Move 
Management” services for seniors in transition 
as she manages the organizational down-sizing 
process, packing, unpacking and new home set-
up service with our clients while we manage the 
moving and transportation of personal items. Our 
comprehensive project management services 
means a centralized, “one-stop” moving service for 
you with no juggling of multiple contracts, deposits, 
schedules or bills – just one service, one bill, one 
payment. Simple.
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